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From Dav Pilkey, creator of Captain Underpants, and acclaimed artist Dan Santat, a thrilling

friendship adventure with all-new full-color illustrations and mini-comics throughout! Ricky Ricotta

loves his Mighty Robot. They do everything together, but it&#39;s sometimes hard for a small

mouse to have such a big buddy! If only the Mighty Robot could find someone his own size to play

with, Ricky might finally have some fun by himself. Little does Ricky know, his wish is about to come

true. Evil Uncle Unicorn has a top-secret plan to trap the Mighty Robot so that he can take over

Earth, and he&#39;s got a giant surprise in store. Once again, it&#39;s up to Ricky to save the

planet -- and his best friend! Originally published in 2005, this edition features brand-new full-color

illustrations and mini-comics throughout!
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Grade 1-3â€“In this installment in the early chapter-book adventure series, Ricky and his robot battle

villains from Uranus. When the little mouse finds himself weary of the problems associated with

having an awkwardly huge robot friend, he wishes that the Mighty Robot would find a pal his own

size. Ricky's wish comes true when the evil Uncle Unicorn creates a giant Ladybot to steal the



Mighty Robot's affections. It's all part of Uncle Unicorn's plan to take over the Earth. Ricky enlists

the help of his cousin Lucy and her Jurassic Jackrabbit pets to break the Ladybot's hold on his robot

and to save the planet. The author delivers another plot-driven, action-packed tale complete with

rock 'em-sock 'em battle scenes illustrated in gimmicky Flip-O-Rama. Ontiveros's black-and-white

cartoons add to the fun and provide additional character details. The text is easy to read, with

manageable sentences and short chapters. The package is designed to attract reluctant readers,

especially boys, and it will do just that. The book even includes a mini art lesson so fans can draw

their favorite characters from the story.â€“Carol L. MacKay, Camrose Public Library, Alberta,

Canada Copyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

Praise for the Ricky Ricotta series: "This reboot... offer[s] a new generation of readers a fun

introduction to chapter books... Newly independent readers and Pilkey fans alike will not be

disappointed by the humorous ride." --School Library Journal "Aimed at a younger audience than

the wildly popular Captain Underpants books, this series... has all the classic Pilkey hallmarks:

comic book panels, superhero action, and flip-o-rama." --Booklist

My 9 year-old third grader has been looking for "chapter" books within his reading level. He is very

interested in his older brothers old books but is not yet ready (Diary of a Wimpy kid, Captain

Underpants etc.). These were recommended to me by a friend and I decided to give them a try. I

went on AR finder and checked the reading level and immediately ordered a few. He has not put

these books down since they arrived. He is your typical boy- loves the outdoors, trucks, video

games and so on. He was so excited that he has been showing extended family members his new

chapter books. After reading a few pages he will excitedly tell me different things that are happening

in the stories. I love that he can take these to school and take AR quizzes and keep them in our

home library to read again later. If you have a 3rd grader that is not yet ready for "chapter" books,

you will not be disappointed with these.

I love this series, but please note that the books in this series come in two versions: in one, the

paper is glossy and the graphics are beautiful, in the one I received, the paper is rough and the

drawings are simple. The difference between the two versions is striking, with the inferior version

losing much of what makes this series great.The hardback version appears to have the original

graphics, but beware this one does not.



My boys love all of Dav Pilkey's work but the Ricky Ricotta series is a special favorite because of

the hilarity and improbable situations.

Our 4 yo really loves reading this series and has read it several times and even brought it to school

to share and trade with class mates. Any book that makes our kids read on their own is worth the

price of admission. The story is silly and immature but that's what kids love. My son has rad the

entire series already.

My son is six and in first grade. It was hard finding chapter books that were easy enough for him to

read. We happened upon the Ricky Ricotta books and they are perfect! He loves them. He loves

reading them and drawing the pictures. At the end of book seven it says that there is a book 8 and

book 9 coming soon. Where are they? We want them!

Our 8 year old LOVES the Mighty Robot series! Our only problem is the binding- the books tend to

fall apart, a page slips out...then another...then you have a frustrated 8 year old. We have the entire

series and it has happened with nearly every book. BUT, we LOVE the stories!

My 6 and 9 year old boys love these books.

Bought this as a gift for my 8 year old. nephew for Christmas. He enjoyed reading it very much!
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